Organosilane oxidation by water catalysed by large gold nanoparticles in a membrane reactor
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We show that gold nanoparticles catalyse the oxidation of organosilanes using water as oxidant at ambient conditions. Remarkably, monodispersions of small gold particles (3.5 nm diameter) and large ones (6–18 nm diameter) give equally good conversion rates. This is important because separating large nanoparticles is much easier, and can be done using ultrafiltration instead of nanofiltration. We introduce a simple setup, constructed in-house, where the reaction products are extracted through a ceramic membrane under pressure, leaving the gold nanoparticles intact in the vessel. The nominal substrate/catalyst ratios are ca. 1800:1, with typical TONs of 1500–1600, and TOFs around 800 h⁻¹. But the actual activity of the large nanoparticles is much higher, because most of their gold atoms are “inside”, and therefore unavailable. Control experiments confirm that no gold escapes to the membrane permeate. The role of surface oxygen as a possible co-catalyst is discussed. Considering the ease of product separation and the robustness of the ceramic membrane, this approach opens opportunities for actual applications of gold catalysts in water oxidation reactions.
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(UF) membranes demands significantly lower transmembrane pressures, and the membranes are cheaper and more robust.\textsuperscript{31} The problem is that UF membranes are only effective for particles 8–10 nm diameter and larger.

In this paper we show that AuNPs as large as 18 nm can catalyze the oxidation of silanes to silanols with water, generating hydrogen as the only by-product (Scheme 1). We demonstrate the effectiveness of these reactions in a dedicated membrane pressure reactor, using a ceramic membrane for separating the product mixture from the catalyst. Using large AuNPs in such a reactor combines the advantages of high conversion rates and good flux values with full retention of the catalysts.

We prepared monodispersed gold aquasols of varying sizes using the citric acid/tannic acid method (Fig. 1 shows TEM images and gold nanoparticle size distribution; more details are given in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). In a typical reaction (Scheme 1), organosilanes were oxidized in water in presence of gold nanoparticle catalyst under 1 bar N\textsubscript{2} pressure. A production of corresponding silanols was accompanied by a formation of hydrogen gas (this was quantified volumetrically, see ESI\textsuperscript{†}). The extraction of reaction products through the membrane was possible using only 4–5 bar additional nitrogen pressure.

Fig. 2 shows the conversion profiles of dimethylphenylsilane 1a (top) and the yield profiles for dimethylphenylsilanol 2a (bottom) vs. time in the presence of AuNPs of different sizes. The profiles are divided into small particles and large ones (left and right, respectively) for clarity. For comparison, we also performed a control reaction in the absence of any catalyst. These graphs show two important things. First, there is no significant difference in the conversion when using AuNPs up to 18 nm in diameter. This is important because the filtering of larger particles (>10 nm) is much easier, and can be done using standard ultrafiltration technology. Second, there is a marked difference between substrate conversion and product yield in the absence of AuNPs. Practically, this means that the formation of the disiloxane by-product is suppressed in the presence of the catalyst, as the silane is quickly consumed in the oxidation reaction.

Our dead-end membrane reactor enables quick and efficient separation of the AuNPs. This is easily monitored using UV-visible spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{32,33} Fig. 3 shows the spectra of the reaction mixture before and after the membrane. The
permeate shows no absorbance, confirming 100% retention of the AuNPs. Conversely, the samples taken from the reaction mixture show the typical gold plasmon peak at 520 nm, which increases as the effective concentration of the particles increases.\(^3^2\)

The AuNP catalysts exhibit high turnover numbers (TONs) and turnover frequencies (TOFs). Considering a ca. 85% conversion is reached after 2 h (with 3.1 nm particles) using a nominal substrate/catalyst ratio of 1870:1, typical TONs are 1500–1600, with TOFs around 800 h\(^{-1}\). But the actual catalytic activity is much higher, especially for the larger AuNPs, because of their smaller effective surface area. If we consider that the particles are monodistributed and spherical (see DLS and TEM analyses), the effective substrate/catalyst molar ratios are 2500:1 (3 nm), 3100:1 (6 nm), 10 600:1 (18 nm) and 25 000:1 (45 nm). Note that this does not mean that gold atoms on the surface of large particles are more active than on smaller ones. Rather, we think that only a small number of atoms (or facets) are actually active, and the nice part is that the particles are monodistributed and spherical (see DLS and TEM analyses), the effective substrate/catalyst molar ratios are 2500:1 (3 nm), 3100:1 (6 nm), 10 600:1 (18 nm) and 25 000:1 (45 nm). Note that this does not mean that gold atoms on the surface of large particles are more active than on smaller ones. Rather, we think that only a small number of atoms (or facets) are actually active, and the nice part is that this “window” of activity ranges up to at least 18 nm sized particles.

Following this, we tested the re-using of the gold NPs in this reactor system. Here, we first repeated the reaction with 18 nm particles (Fig. 2c), and after 4 h filtered all the liquids through the membrane, and washed the remains with acetone. The acetone was filtered and new reactants and solvent were added, using the same solid catalyst that remained in the vessel. The results showed 50% conversion and 100% selectivity after 2 h.

Fig. 3 UV-visible spectra of the reaction mixture at 0, 1, 2 and 4 h for 18 nm AuNPs, compared with the spectrum of the membrane permeate. Note that the increase in the absorbance of the plasmon peak at 520 nm is due to the removal of solvent during the sampling, which increases the concentration of the NPs.\(^3^4\)

We then examined the scope of the reaction, testing various aromatic and aliphatic organosilanes in the membrane reactor (structure 1a–e, Scheme 1). Table 1 shows the conversion, yield, and nominal TON values. Aliphatic silanes (entries 2, 5) were more active than the aromatic ones. In all cases, we observed complete retention of the nanoparticles within the membrane reactor. Moreover, the membrane could be reused several times.

We may anticipate that the reaction begins with the insertion of the Si–H bond on the Au nanoparticle to generate a silyl-metal hydride intermediate. The silyl-metal hydride intermediate is subsequently attacked by a nucleophile derived from water to generate the silanol (this attack is most likely an \(S_N^-\) type, and therefore an inversion would be expected, since it would be easier for the oxygen to attack \(trans\) to the NP surface). However, this is only a suggestion. In the final step of the cycle, \(Au-H^+\) and \(O^-\cdots\cdots-H^+\) species should react to produce \(H_2\), regenerating the catalyst surface (Scheme 2).

The critical step of the reaction is most likely the dissociative activation of water. Our observations show that this step does not depend on the particle size alone below a certain size. Recent surface science studies proposed that an oxygen atom on Au(111) surface \((O_2)\) acts as a basic co-catalyst that promotes various organic reactions at low temperatures.\(^3^5–^3^8\) Cooperation of metal NPs as redox sites and the surface oxygen as a basic co-catalyst leading to enhanced reactivity for the dissociation of water was also confirmed on Ru, Rh, Pd, Ir, and Pt surfaces.\(^3^9\) Furthermore, recent theoretical work showed that the reaction barrier for the water dissociation on the Pd(111) surface contaminated with Os (0.34 eV) was significantly lower than that on the clean Pd(111) surface (0.92 eV).\(^4^0\) This is due to the bonding interaction between the \(O_s\) and a hydrogen atom in \(H_2O\) at the transition state \((O^-\cdots\cdots-H^+\cdots\cdots-OH)\). This model was consistent with previous results of the surface science experiments for water dissociation on clean and oxygen precovered Pd surfaces, in which OH groups were detected only on the latter surface.\(^4^1\)

Enhanced reactivity due to adsorbed species on Au surface is reported for CO oxidation as well. For the vapor phase CO oxidation, oxide-supported Au particles in the 2–4 nm size range are the most active.\(^4^2\) Adding water vapor can increase the CO oxidation rate substantially, presumably due to the

Table 1 Water oxidation of various organosilanes to the corresponding silanols\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Conversion, %</th>
<th>Yield, %</th>
<th>TON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1a), ((CH_2)_2)SiH(\text{C}_6\text{H}_5)H</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>79.5&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1b), ((CH_2)_\text{H}_3)_\text{SiH}</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1c), ((CH_2)_\text{H}_3)_\text{SiH\text{C}_6\text{H}_5})H</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1d), ((CH_2)_\text{H}_3)_\text{SiH}</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1e), ([(CH_2)_\text{H}_3_\text{CH}]=\text{SiH})</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Reaction conditions: 0.2 g organosilane, 7.6 ml acetone, 10 ml deionized water, 0.31 mg AuNPs (6 nm) catalyst, reaction time 2 h. Total reaction volume 17.8 ml, magnetic stirring at 400 rpm, 296 K.<br><sup>b</sup> GC yield, corrected for the presence of an external standard.<br><sup>c</sup> Isolated yield.
presence of hydroxyl groups on the surface.\textsuperscript{43,44} Carbon-supported Au catalysts, which were inactive for the vapor-phase CO oxidation up to 373 K, showed excellent CO oxidation rates in the aqueous phase at 300 K.\textsuperscript{44} Moreover, a 50-fold increase in rate was observed on going from acidic to basic pH, though Au particles used in aqueous-phase studies were larger than 4 nm.\textsuperscript{45} All these facts show that the adsorbed species play a major role in enhancing the activity even for larger particles. A similar effect may be operating in our case, making larger particles as active as smaller ones.

Conclusions

Water oxidation of silanes to silanols is efficiently catalysed by “large” gold nanoparticles (6–18 nm in diameter). This catalytic oxidation has several advantages, namely using water as a clean oxidant, high activity and selectivity for silanols. Moreover, it works well with a number of silanes with different types of substituents. Combining this reaction with ultrafiltration membrane reactor technology solves the problem of difficult separation of nanoparticles from the reaction mixture, and opens opportunities for bona fide applications.
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